Abstract. Computational studies by several authors have indicated that linear programming is currently the most efficient procedure for obtaining L, norm estimates for a discrete linear problem. However, there are several linear programming algorithms, and the "best" approach may depend on the problem's structure (e.g., sparsity, triangularity, stability). In this paper we shall compare two published simplex algorithms, one referred to as primal and the other referred to as dual, and show that they are conceptually equivalent.
1. Introduction. The linear discrete approximation problem in the L x norm can be stated as follows: Given points (f¡, cix, ci2, . . . , cim), i -1, 2, . . . , n, in m + 1
Euclidean space, determine a value for a = (ax, a2, . . . , am) which will n (1) minimize g |/.
-cixax -ci2a2-cimam |.
It is a well-known result that (1) can be written as the following linear programming problem. Cooper and Ferguson [8] , it has generally been agreed that linear programming is computationally the most efficient method for obtaining an optimal a value. Wagner [15] showed that the linear programming dual of (2) can be solved with simple upper bounding techniques which requires a working basis of size m by m. This would be as opposed to the « by « basis if (1) were to be solved with a standard primal simplex algorithm. Generally, m is substantially less than « and, thus, Wagner's approach was considered the most efficient for some time. However, Barrodale and Roberts [5] demonstrated how the structure of (2) could be utilized to solve it directly with a special purpose primal algorithm. This algorithm maintains a basis of size mhy m (or the rank of (cJ) and also combines several standard pivots into one. In other words, instead of passing from an extreme point to an adjacent extreme point, an iteration may pass through several extreme points. This approach has been shown [5] , [9] to be computationally superior to solving the dual directly.
Abdelmalek [2] also presents a special purpose linear programming algorithm to solve (1) . He employs a transformation on the dual of (2) and solves it with a modification of the dual simplex algorithm for bounded variables [14] .
The dual linear program of (2) It is the special structure of the problem that enables a modification to the dual simplex method to perform a pivot through several bases in one iteration as was done by the algorithm of Barrodale and Roberts. However, solving the dual with the dual simplex algorithm is identical to solving the primal with the primal simplex algorithm. What we shall demonstrate in this paper is that Abdelmalek's algorithm is equivalent to the Barrodale and Roberts'algorithm. By equivalence, we mean that, given an initial basis for the dual problem and the corresponding basis for the primal problem, the two algorithms will generate corresponding bases at each iteration. The only real difference is in the formations of the simplex tableaus.
The first step will be to explicitly develop the algorithms and the manipulations that are performed on the tableaus. We shall then demonstrate the truth of the hypothesis from an algorithmic and geometrical viewpoint. An underlying assumption of the hypothesis is that the same pivot selection criteria are used and also that in case of degeneracy corresponding perturbations [6] will be employed. We shall also present a numerical example to further illuminate our presentation. For convenience we shall assume that the matrix C has full column rank; i.e., rank C = m. However, we should note that rank deficiencies are easily treated within the linear programming framework (see Chames and Cooper [7] ). Because of the rank assumption, it follows directly that an optimal basis must contain all « columns of the matrix X and also « -m columns from the matrices / and -/ associated with the 2« variables, P, and N-.
If we use the revised simplex approach to generate the tableau, then the basis matrices will be of the form (after row interchanges)
"-C3- The standard primal algorithm would now perform a pivot to remove the vector chosen by the minimum ratio test from the basis and to enter either N¡ or P¡ into the basis. However, the special purpose algorithms may perform several interchanges of basis vectors before executing the pivot to bring either N¡ ox P¡ into the basis. Let t be the value of k when the minimum ratio occurs in (7) . Then the linear programming variable to be removed from the basis will be either Nt or Pt, whichever is in the basis. In order to clarify this process, suppose P¡ is to enter the basis, and Nt is to leave the basis. If 1 + w + 2 \cfi~1 I > 0, then the standard pivoting procedure of the simplex algorithm is carried out. If 1 + w + 2 \CfB~1 I < 0, then Pt will replace Nt in the basis, and the row of marginal costs are updated. This calculation is achieved by adding twice the rth row of the current tableau to the row of the reduced cost factors. The algorithm now returns to the minimum ratio test and finds the ratio which is next to the smallest. The basic variable associated with this ratio is then tested, as above, for removal by the standard pivoting technique or for interchange in the basis with its corresponding dependent deviation variable. This procedure will continue until P, is brought into the basis by the usual pivoting method, and then a new vector will be sought to enter the basis by observing the values of the marginal cost row, and the steps are repeated until optimality is reached. If no minimum exists, the algorithm terminates as the optimal solution has been obtained.
Let b¡ indicate the variable to become primal feasible.
Case 1. bB, <. < 0.
Determine the index t by the following ratio test:
(ft -zt)lyqt = mül Ofk -zk)lyqk> kEU, yik > 0 and (fk -zk)/yqk, k E L, yik < 0}, where y k is the ¿7th component of yl = ckB~l and zk=fSyk-2.2. If y t < 0, do not change bB , go to 3. 2.3. If y t > 0, add 2yt to bB, remove the upper bound flag on bt, and go to 3. Case 2. bB(q) > 2.
(zt-ft)lyqt = min{(zk -fk)lyqk, kEU, yik < 0 and (zk ~fk)/yqk, k E L, yik > 0}.
2.5. lfyqr > 0, subtract 2y, from bB and flag b, to indicate that it is at the upper bound. Go to 3.
2.6. If y t < 0, add 2yt to and subtract 2y¡ from bB. Remove the upper bound flag on bt and place the upper bound flag on b¡. However, the basic question here is whether the two algorithms will proceed through the same sequence of bases or extreme points since the algorithms utilize techniques which will enable them to pass through a selected sequence of extreme points before performing a simplex iteration. For the purpose of simplicity in our development, we shall assume that degeneracy is not present in our problem.
In general, we shall illustrate how the steps performed on the dual relate to the primal. A negative zk -fk in the dual and flagging the kth column (bk = 2) corresponds to having a Pk in the basis of the primal. Also, when bk is nonbasic with bk = 0 in the dual problem, Nk is in the basis of the primal. If bk is basic in the dual, then Nk and Pk are nonbasic in the primal. The fk -zks in the dual are the same as the deviations in the primal. Therefore, the ranking of the minimum ratios will be in the same sequence for each of the algorithms so that corresponding vectors will enter and leave the basis during a pivot. This can be observed directly by noting that the same vector (assuming no ties exist in the ratios) must enter the basis in both algorithms, because there is a unique vector whose entry into basis will maintain the dual feasibility of (8) In addition, the differences in tableaus in terms of the signs of the elements can be accounted for by the utilization of the D matrix in the primal. This matrix is not employed by Abdelmalek in the dual, but he utilizes the x above the columns to flag the variables at their upper bounds.
Additional aspects such as the value of the objective function being the same at each extreme point of the sequence is clearly observable from the tableaus which were developed. The process of adding (or subtracting) the term 2yt is the same in the algorithms.
5. Numerical Example. In this section, we shall solve a linear discrete Lx norm problem by both the primal and dual methods following the manner in which they have been developed in the previous sections. The data is taken from a paper by Karst [11] . The primal method will utilize the revised simplex tableaus as was done in the paper by Barrodale and Roberts [5] . The asterisks will denote the sequence of pivots and the corresponding calculations that are performed on the tableaus. The addition of twice the pivot row elements to the z;--/ row is irrelevant for the nonpivot columns, and this calculation is eliminated from the procedure.
In solving the problem by the dual method, we have employed two preliminary tables to obtain the table to begin the algorithm. We shall find the Lx norm estimators for the following system of equations.
ax -3a2 = -3, a^~ 3a2 = 2, ax + 3a2 = 2, ax+2a2=-l, ax-2a2=-l, ax+4a2=0, ax -5a2 = 0, ax + a2 = 1, ax + 4a2 = 4. ax + 2a2 = 3, The arbitrary starting basis will consist of the first and second equations for both algorithms. This choice will clearly demonstrate the equivalence of the two algorithms as was presented in Sections 3 and 4. Preliminary Tableau a: Dual method (Abdelmalek) It does appear that the simplex algorithm of linear programming is the most efficient method to solve the linear discrete Lx norm problem. A superior nonsimplex based algorithm would amount to finding a better way to solve a linear programming problem. This topic has been studied for many years, and the iterative technique of passing from extreme point to extreme point common to virtually all linear programming codes remains the most efficient.
